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ABSTRACT

The latest travel behavior modelling frameworks consider travel decisions as part of a general time- and expenditure allocation problem. Their estimation consequently not only relies on large amounts of travel data, but also on information about time-use and expenditure allocation patterns. We present the TimeUse+ Platform, a novel data collection method based on state-of-the-art GPS-tracking technology. Our approach combines a travel and a time-use diary format into one comprehensive survey design. This multi-layered diary format allows to collect more accurate and complete data when compared to previous work which is solely based on traditional paper-based survey methods. This paper gives a detailed overview about the main components of the TimeUse+ Platform. We derive requirements from the current state in smartphone-based survey methods and travel behavior modelling, and show how the different design aspects of our solution fulfill those.

Keywords: Travel behavior, Travel diary, Time-use diary, Expenditure diary
INTRODUCTION

A considerable part of research in transport modelling focuses on estimating transport-related time valuation metrics like the Value of Travel Time Savings (VTTS). The VTTS has a wide application to policy making when prioritizing governmental funding. It represents the value of time reduced from travel and is typically estimated using Discrete Choice Models. Those allow to empirically derive the VTTS from observed travel choice data as willingness-to-pay for reduced travel time (1). The underlying micro-economic framework formulates travel decisions into a general time allocation problem, in which individuals not only maximize the utility from an independent travel-related decision, but also from those in the surrounding time- and expenditure-space (2). A prominent framework was presented by Jara-Diaz (3, 4) and defines the value of leisure (VoL), which represents the utility of activities to which more time than necessary is allocated, as sum of the VTTS and the value of time assigned to travel (VTAT). This decomposition of the VoL allows for a deeper exploration of the time-money trade-off in travel decisions. It provides a way to analyze mode-specific travel conditions, which is of particular interest when evaluating existing and specifically emerging mobility products in a policy-making context (5).

While this framework has seen wide acceptance in the scientific community, only limited amount of surveys have tried to estimate the corresponding models to a complete extent. This is due to the large amount of required data, which includes information about travel choices, as well as expenditure and activity allocation patterns. An overview about all published models based on the Jara-Diaz framework with the corresponding datasets used for their estimation is given in (6). Thereof, only the PCW (6) and MAED (7) dataset have actually recorded the three required dimensions for the same respondents. Early works address the lack of appropriate data by merging different datasets which comes with somewhat problematic statistical assumptions and typically decreases the time- and expense-resolution of these synthetic datasets. This lack of datasets can to some extent be explained by an associated lack of efficient data collection methods. Both mentioned datasets have been collected using resource-intensive mailback-surveys. Considering the recent developments regarding travel- and mutually-related time-use survey methods, this exhibits clear disadvantages and does not leverage the latest, specifically smartphone-driven, technological possibilities. Smartphone apps have the advantage to passively collect data, and GPS-tracking has evolved into the most relevant data collection tool for surveys in transport modelling (8). The travel and time-use research community consequently widely adopted smartphone apps for diary collection. Even-though latest travel and time-use diaries have been showing a growing overlap in data of interest and applied methods, there is currently no smartphone-app that fully merges both diary formats and additionally enables to record information on expenditure patterns.

The advances in econometric travel choice modelling hence lack suited data collection methods in order to be fully applied to real-world transportation problems. This research gap is the core interest of this paper. We present the TimeUse+ Platform, which consists of the TimeUse+ App, a WebAdmin interface, and a state-of-the-art GPS-tracking pipeline for automated diary generation. The TimeUse+ App uses a multi-layered diary format which fully integrates a travel, time-use and expenditure diary. Various generic aspects can be configured and allow to control which specific data fields are considered for a given survey, and through which collection mechanism those are recorded. This not only allows to cover a wide range of survey use-cases, but also to test aspects of the user interaction which relate to the data collection task and have significant impact on the response burden. We describe the development process of the platform, giving detailed information about how different requirements arise from the a modelling and survey method per-
COMBINING TRAVEL, TIME-USE AND EXPENDITURE DIARY SURVEYS

One of the on-going challenges in travel-choice modelling is the combination of discrete travel-choice models with continuous time and budget allocation models. The challenge is two-sided, one consisting of merging both types of models into one framework which is aligned with micro-economic theory, the other consisting of collecting the required data (9). While this paper does not focus on modelling frameworks, considering a specific model formulation from (7) illustrates the three dimensions of data required for such type of models:

\[ U = \theta_w \log(T_w) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \theta_i \log(T_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{m} \phi_j \log(E_j) \]  

Equation 1 shows the log-version of a Cobb-Douglas production function that represents the utility function of an individual. It constitutes three different utility components arising from work, time assignments and good consumption. The \( \theta_w, \theta_i \) and \( \phi_j \) parameter describe the respective base utilities. A corresponding data collection method needs to capture the time allocated to work \( T_w \), the time allocated to non-work activities \( T_i \), and finally the expenditures \( E_j \). The non-work activities consist of travel, leisure and so-called constrained activities, to which a certain amount of allocated time is indispensable (e.g. personal care). Accordingly, the expenditures must be differentiated into so-called constrained or unconstrained goods, with the former representing indispensable expenses, and the latter freely-assigned ones. The different data on travel and non-travel activities, as well as on the expenditures are subject of the three traditionally independent research fields on travel, time-use and expenditure modelling. The previously mentioned PCW and MAED datasets are the only published datasets which merge these three types of data into one comprehensive survey. Both datasets are however based on traditional, self-reported diary methods. Especially the travel and time-use research field have recently seen a wide application of smartphone-apps, as those allow to collect numerous sorts of data in an automated manner. Compared to traditional methods, they provide the possibility to interact with survey participants in multiple ways to actively collect additional self-reported data (10). Furthermore, they allow to tailor the user engagement to address well-known diary survey problems like user retention, non-response and information recall, which are specifically relevant to long-duration studies (11).

Travel and time-use diary surveys

Travel diaries record the trips a survey participant conducts each day. When conducted by national governments, they typically cover a period of multiple days up to one week. Relevant data-fields on a trip-level usually, but not exclusively, include start and destination, departure and arrival time as well as transport mode and trip purpose (12). Apart from national guidelines, there are no widely accepted official travel survey standards (9). The recorded travel purpose can for instance refer to activities or specific places (e.g. shopping or home). The core travel data is usually enriched with contextual information on a trip-level to evaluate on recent research trends. Those include delivery-related behavior (6), social contexts (13, 14), joint-decision making (15, 16), as well as subjective travel experience and travel-based multitasking (17, 18). Time-use diaries record the activities a survey participant performs each day. Common diary formats segment each day’s 24 hours into a discretized timeline of 10-15 minutes slots and typically record up to seven days of
data per respondent. For each of those slots, respondents are asked to specify the current activity including contextual information about the activity location or participating persons (19). Travel is considered as activity and hence included, while not with the same level of detail as in travel surveys. Time-use diaries have a strong interdisciplinary character and are used in many different research fields (e.g. health or social sciences) and hence come in a wide range of formats. Over the last decades, national agencies have synthesized standards like the guidelines on Harmonized European Time Use Surveys (HETUS) (20). They for instance recommend using self-reported mailback-surveys, fixed intervals of 10 minutes and a survey period of two days.

The research fields on travel and time-use diary surveys can be considered to be mutually correlated. Travel decisions are generally modeled using activity-based approaches, which consider travel as an activity itself (21). Travel diaries hence collect non-travel related information like e.g. the trip purpose which relate to the activities motivating the trip. On the other hand, time-use diaries also include travel activities, and consequently collect at least the geo-spatial metadata of trips. This shared interest in the same types of data translates into similar developed smartphone-apps and technologies (22). The availability of assisted GPS in combination with additional smartphone sensory data (e.g. accelerometer, gyrometer) and external data sources (e.g. map data) became of specific interest for both respective data collection tasks due to the large potential to automate the diary generation. These technological advances have helped to reduce well-known travel and time-use survey problems like oversimplification and under-reporting of (specifically short) trips/activities as well as imprecise reporting of times and locations (23). An overview about latest smartphone-based travel and time-use diary survey platforms is given in (24) and (19) respectively. Although smartphone-apps from both fields rely on similar technological features, no current solution has so far fully integrated both diary structures into one comprehensive diary format. The work of (10) uses the rMove App to generate an automated travel diary, and an additional web-interface for the user to provide information about activities performed at home. The time-use component hence does not cover a full 24 hours and misses a significant portion of a full time-use format. The work of (23) uses the Future-Mobility-Sensing Platform and collects a travel- and time-use diary. Both diaries are however recorded individually from each other using a smartphone-app for the former, and a web-app for the latter.

Expenditure diary surveys

Expenditure surveys aim to collect data about financial behavior and spending patterns. They are used in a wide range of economic and social research fields, and are typically conducted on a regularly basis by national governments (25). Relevant data include balances, financial holding, income and expenditures. Diary formats are typically used as part of larger surveys and usually function as record-keeper for short-term, reoccurring expenses (9). All expenses are usually allocated to predefined expense classes from official guidelines like in (26). As opposed to the travel and time-use research area, this scientific field has seen only few smartphone-apps being developed. This is mostly due to the fact, that there is little potential for automated data collection and the manual reporting of detailed expenditure information is highly burdensome (27). The work of (28) and (27) use smartphone-apps to scan receipts of daily expenses, and additionally report expenses without receipts and days without any expenses. The work of (29) analyzes different types of human behavioral data including mobility routines, social interactions and spending patterns. The data is recorded and collected using a smartphone-app that leverages GPS-tracking capabil-
ities. Even-though this approach combines a (reduced) travel diary with an expenditure diary, it does not include the time-use dimension and hence does not fill the research gap of this paper.

REQUIREMENTS
To address the previously discussed research gap, the main objective of the developed software is to provide a novel data collection method to record a joint travel, time-use and expenditure diary dataset. The platform shall include a smartphone-app that leverages the latest GPS-tracking technology to automate the travel-related diary generation. Following common software development practice, we derive relevant software requirements according to the quality attributes from ISO 9216 (30).

Suitability and Accuracy
The suitability and accuracy requirements cover the core functionalities of the developed smartphone-app. They can be segmented according to the stakeholders they are arising from. From a survey participant’s perspective one must consider the specific user needs which participants have when committing to a given survey. While early travel diary smartphone-apps have focused on the core tracking and automatic diary generation functionalities, some more recent approaches like e.g. (17, 31, 32) have aimed to combine a wider range of user functionalities (trip planner, trip coaches or gamification approaches) which shall increase the user engagement and ultimately the resulting data quality. In the work of (17) which is the most similar to ours, the authors however identified only two relevant user needs, those being supporting the corresponding research and having access to dashboarding functions according to the Quantified-Self approach (32).

From a researcher’s perspective, it is necessary to record the data required to estimate the model from Equation 1 as this is the main research gap this paper covers. The collection method must record a joint travel, time-use and expenditure diary, and allow the differentiation of activities and expenditures as described in section 2. Furthermore, the data must be recorded for the same person over a duration which can be considered representative of a long-term equilibrium (9, 4). While national travel- and time-use diary surveys typically consider a few days (up to one week) as sufficient, work like (33, 34) argue that longer survey periods are required to fully capture intra-personal variety and routines which span over multiple days/weeks. Expenditures diary surveys generally cover periods of up to 4 weeks, as buying patterns typically show strong weekly variation. The developed method, and specifically the smartphone-app, shall therefore be designed under the consideration to enable surveys over multiple weeks. The model of interest does not impose any requirements regarding the accuracy or completeness of the recorded data. In context of automated diary generation, the accuracy and completeness mainly related to the amount of trips/activities detected as well as the accuracy of the related data-fields (trip, mode, activity/purpose), both of which represent on-going research challenges.

The requirements mentioned in the previous paragraph are solely based on one specific modelling use-case. As the development of the corresponding data collection platform including the development of a smartphone-app requires significant monetary resources (35), an additional functional requirement placed upon the developed smartphone-app is that it can be applied to other relevant survey use-cases (see section 2). The relevant transport modes can for instance considerably change depending on the survey area, and the segmentation of activities and expenses can vary according to different official (national) guidelines. Furthermore, the previously mentioned research trends typically require specific data on a (travel) activity-level. This translates into the
necessity to be able to configure the smartphone-app for a given use-case and to control it’s generic aspects.

Usability
The usability requirements include the understandability, learnability and attractiveness of the developed smartphone-app. These three factors have a large impact on the resulting response burden and user-behavior. They are hence crucial to ensure that respondents correctly report the data of interest with the required quality and granularity. The response burden is of specific relevance for our use-case which is only partly automated and requires large amount of user-reported data. The understandability and learnability can for instance be enhanced by using official guidelines on self-explanatory software design and the specific consideration of user-experience (UX) design findings (36). Push-notification are commonly used to remind the user to input, correct or validate data. Work like (37) suggests using tutorial videos as part of a larger on-boarding process. Work from (38) shows that design aspects like screen-size and format can have significant impact on the resulting data quality. The best-practices, and specifically those regarding the actual design of user-interfaces (UI), are however typically very distinct to the respective survey use-case and platform used. This emphasizes the necessity to test different design and UX aspects and to have the possibility to do so. The UX aspects which relate to the data reporting task include setting default values, enforcing or suppressing validation/correction of default or automatically filled values, changing the scale/granularity of requested data-fields as well as setting their specific UI control element (sliders, switches, pickers, menus, etc.). Using the time budget assessment scheme from (39), the relative effects those factors have on the response burden can be quantified, which is useful to compare different UX-design implementations. The travel data reporting task includes validating and correcting the data coming from the GPS-tracking pipeline. Its performance regarding completeness and accuracy hence also directly affects the resulting response burden.

Reliability and Efficiency
The reliability groups several requirements which relate to the operationability as well as the software’s maturity and fault tolerance. The smartphone-app should ideally be operational on as many operating systems (OS) as possible in order not to enhance an already existing selection bias when using smartphone-apps (40). Common diary survey smartphone-apps however only focus on the two predominant OS from Apple and Google, as those cover most of the market, while the small shares of other OS do not justify the additional development efforts. The operationability is not only relevant to the software-, but also on the hardware-components. Especially the GPS-tracking pipelines are highly dependent on the device and the capabilities of its on-board sensory hardware (41). Recent studies conducted at IVT have shown significant differences between the mode detection performances of different OS and device combinations. It must hence be ensured that the developed smartphone-app shows comparable performance for the majority of common devices.

The requirements regarding efficiency is particularly relevant in context of energy usage. As retrieving GPS-traces requires comparably large amounts of energy, GPS-tracking smartphone-apps are notorious for draining the smartphone batteries (42). Optimizing the battery usage represent one of the major challenges which arise when developing GPS-tracking smartphone-apps, as it heavily influences the user-acceptance and -retention (43). It also directly correlated with the trip- and mode-detection performance as the corresponding algorithms work the better the more GPS-traces are available. The on-going advances in battery technology, sophisticated algorithms that
use fewer GPS-traces, and energy-optimized data transmission can however reduce those battery-related problems (37).

3 **TIMEUSE+ PLATFORM**

The TimeUse+ platform consists of two components which are illustrated in Figure 1. The TimeUse+ App is the core element of our developed method and records a joint travel, time-use, and expenditure diary. The App sends sensor data to the external MOTIONTAG API, which are then processed into a travel diary. Our integrated diary format is then constructed within the TimeUse+ API by merging the just mentioned travel diary, with time-use and expenditure diary components which are self-reported by the user and transmitted through the App. This merged data-stream is stored in a database and can be fetched from to the App for visualization. Furthermore, the App accesses a configuration file through the TimeUse+ API, which specifies various generic aspects of the survey format. This configuration file can be edited by the researcher through the WebAdmin, along with other survey management functionalities.

![FIGURE 1: TimeUse+ Platform architecture.](image)

4 **MOTIONTAG SDK and API**

The travel diary component of our multi-layered diary format is automated using the technology-stack from MOTIONTAG. The stack consists of two components: a Software-Development-Kit (SDK) which is implemented in the TimeUse+ App, and a backend that consists of an API and a database. The backend uses the raw sensor data transmitted by the SDK and performs the trip- and mode-detection. It then communicates the results back to the TimeUse+ App and the database.

The SDK enables the recording and processing of sensor data on the device and controls the transmission of the data to the MOTIONTAG backend. The SDK was designed to minimize the use of energy-intensive satellite-data in order to maximize the battery-efficiency. One approach to reduce battery consumption is the usage of other sensors whose battery consumption is lower. Apart from the localization data from satellite-based technology (GNSS) which is paired with WLAN and GSM positioning, the SDK therefore also records acceleration values, gyroscope values, the movement activity distributed by the OS (including WLAN and mobile phone networks), the detection reliability of the movement activity, and user agent information (device type, OS version,
app version). The raw GNSS sensor readings are filtered for outliers and smoothed in order to
derive user-specific stages in the continuous stream of data. The data is enriched with geo-spatial
data from the OpenStreetMap project and segmented into trips and stays depending whether tar-
gmented continuous movement is detected or not. The individual stages with all data-streams are
then fed to a Deep Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The RNN is trained to predict the transport
mode of each stages, and additionally detects specific change points within a stage to account for
multi-modal transport. Those change points are used to segment a trip into different triplegs. The
predicted modes include ‘walk’, ‘bicycle’, ‘motorized’, and ‘rail’. The mode detection achieves
accuracies of approx. 90%.

The SDK is provided for iOS and Android individually. Although the basic functionalities
and methods are similar on both platforms, a hybrid development approach is not possible, since
specific features of the operating systems have to be considered. This is mostly relevant in context
of the distribution of location data which is managed by different services on Android and iOS. It
requires that different wake-up and fall-asleep-logics have to be implemented, in order to ensure
the operability across both platforms. The proper access to all relevant sensor data on both
OS types is crucial for an energy-optimized operation of the mode detection pipeline.

The resulting diary format which is provided to the TimeUse+ App through the MOTION-
TAG API consists of a continuous chain of triplegs and stays. For both of these event types, the
API provides information about start and end time as well as timezone and location geometry.
Triplegs additionally include the mode which gets automatically detected as well as the distance
taveled. Stays are characterized by their type which has to be reported by the user at any first visit.
These types (e.g. at home, at work) are predefined by the app environment and subject to a routine
detection which automatically assigns the stay type when the user visits the location again.

TimeUse+ App
The key functional aspect of the TimeUse+ App lies in its underlying diary format which fully
integrates a travel and a time-use diary. Figure 2 depicts the time-axis of the two individual and the
integrated diary format. It illustrates how activities are mapped to the time-axis for an simplified
exemplary day like given in axis (a). The exemplary day consists of travel and non-travel activities.
The "travel + work" activity describes someone that is working while simultaneously traveling, e.g.
in a train. It is included as it illustrates the previously mentioned research on multitasking, but also
because it shows the problem of correctly capturing the time allocated to work in context of the
model formulation in Equation 1.

Axis (b) corresponds to a time-use diary format with its discretized time-axis, where each
time-slot is allocated to one activity. Activities with durations smaller than the resolution are not
captured, and the discretization of the timeline results in inaccuracies. Axis (c) corresponds to a
travel diary format, like the one used by the MOTIONTAG API. The time-axis is continuous and
non-travel activities are partly captured through the reported trip purpose. Other activities between
two trips as well as during trips cannot be captured. Axis (d) represents our multi-layered integrated
diary format. The first layer corresponds to a travel diary format and segments the timeline into
a chain of so-called events. Events are referred to as stays if the user location is constant (blue
segment), and as trips if not (grey segment). Stays are characterized by a location-type attribute
(e.g. home, work, other, etc.), while trips are characterized by a transport mode-type attribute (e.g.
walk, bike, car, train, bus, etc.). The second layer corresponds to a time-use diary format and
segments each event into a chain of so-called activities. These activities are in turn characterized
by a set of attributes (e.g., duration, expenditures, etc.). The attributes can be used to implement the expenditure diary functionality, thus covering the three data-streams required for our modelling use-case. Each point in time is consequently defined by the event type, the event metadata, the activity type, the activity metadata, as well as the activity attributes.

FIGURE 2: Activity allocation in selected diary formats: (a) exemplary chain of activities, (b) time-use, (c) travel, MOTIONTAG, (d) merged, TimeUse+.

Our platform allows to define the set of relevant event types, activity types and activity attributes which shall be used for a given survey and are dynamically retrieved through TimeUse+ API using the configuration file. One can for instance incorporate certain transport modes to represent a regional transport mode-mix, while segmenting the activities and expenditures based on official guidelines. Furthermore, a set of valid combinations of events and activities as of activities and respective attributes, can be defined. This permits to exclude unlikely combinations (e.g., sleeping while at work), but also to include specific activities of interest on conditional occasions (e.g., online shopping activity during an autonomous taxi ride).

Another aspect of the generic design lies in the possibility to map the data-fields of both layers to individual data sources and collection mechanisms. For our use-case, the data of the event-layer is mapped to the corresponding MOTIONTAG API endpoints (triplegs and stays), while the data from the activity-layer is mapped to manual user input. The provided transport mode is for instance mapped to the mode-type attribute of trip events. It is however also possible to merge certain mode- and location-types or to map additional ones to manual user input. The time and location-geometry data of activities and events are subject to rule-based automation that ensures the continuity of the location- and time-axis in both diary layers (e.g., event with one activity). While the data-fields provided by external APIs can be conditioned to have the possibility to be corrected by users, the just mentioned rule-based automation is not editable by the user. Finally our platforms also allows to define default values for each of the non-automated data-fields of both layers (e.g., default activities for a certain location type, or default attributes for a certain activity) and to enforce if certain values have to be specified or can be left unanswered in order to validate the respective day or event.

Subfigure (a) represents the home screen which appears when the (logged-in) user opens the app. The control-bar on top of the screen allows to open a calendar view to change the selected day, and includes buttons to open the dashboard and settings screen. The calendar overview vi-
sually indicates the user about days for which data reporting is still required. The settings screen allows the user to access general settings, the FAQ section as well as to control the battery saving mode. The home screen displays the timeline of the current day with a corresponding map section. Previous surveys conducted using the Catch-my-Day App revealed a lower correction-rate of up to 20% for Android phone users. Both OS versions differ in the sense that the Android version only includes a map section, but not a timeline with an overview about recorded events. The rest of the structure and navigation between screens is the same, indicating that the timeline overview makes the reporting UI more intuitive for the user. This is further aligned with findings from [44] and [45], which state that recall methods based on a continuous consideration of all daily events (as opposed to just considering trips) perform significantly better. The timeline shows all recorded events with their start- and end-time, and visually indicates between stays and trips, and if an event has been validated yet or not. Placeholders are inserted in case of a malfunctioning external API to ensure the timeline continuity and to avoid disturbing the user. The timeline covers full 24 hours starting midnight each day. However, the first and last listed event can stretch into the previous or next respective day for better overview and to avoid a doubled reporting task for the users.

When tapping a specific event in the timeline, the map focus changes accordingly and the user can open a separate screen with the details of that event, shown in Subfigure (b). The event-detail screen shows a map section which corresponds to the respective event and allows to
correct the transport mode or location type respectively. The event-detail screen also shows a list of
activities which can be selected by the user. The first section of the list hereby includes so-called
binary activities, which are a simplified version of the regular activities previously defined but
without any attributes. This provides a useful additional feature to collect data of interest on the
activity-level (e.g. binary questions), without the user having to provide a full range of attributes
on another screen. From the previously mentioned rule-based logic which ensures the continuity
of both diary layer, follows that users have to specify at least one activity per event. If needed,
the response burden can be lowered by setting a default placeholder activity (e.g. fixed duration
placeholder for sleeping every day). The bottom of the page includes a button which allows users
to delete a specific event in order to be compliant with potential data-privacy regulations.

Subfigure (c) shows this activity-detail screen which allows to specify attributes. An at-
ttribute is formally defined as set of questions with predefined answer values. The answers are
displayed and selected using so-called segmented controls. As opposed to drop-down menus or
pickers, segmented controls are rather simple and require a minimum amount of clicks. They fur-
ther allow to represent a wide range of different answer formats while keeping the complexity of
the generic functionality manageable. Our use-case does not require to know the order of activity,
which is why we only ask for the duration. The screen can however also include two separate ques-
tions for start- and end-time. The design furthermore allows to control the resolution of the time
and expenditure scales. Both could technically be realized as pseudo-continuous, most use-cases
however do not require this level of detail.

**TimeUse+ WebAdmin**

The TimeUse+ WebAdmin is a web-app which provides the central UI for the researcher. It al-
 lows to control the generic aspects of the TimeUse+ App and to configure specific survey designs
through a configuration file. This includes specifying all relevant event- and activity-types as well
as activity attributes, their valid combinations, and finally the mapping of both diary layers to a
data-source and/or collection mechanism. Apart from the specific survey design, the researchers
can also control the push-notification functionality and the questions displayed on the FAQ screen.
The former includes sending automated validation reminders based on a specified number of days
without user validation or prompting the user to verify the GPS-access rights based on a number
of days without receiving tracking data. Furthermore, push-notifications can be conditioned on
certain activities and used to redirect the user to external mini-surveys or communicate relevant
survey information.

Apart from controlling the generic aspects of the survey, the WebAdmin includes further
functionalities to monitor and manage surveys and users. The sign-up process is based on invitation
codes which users have to provide in addition to an email address when opening the TimeUse+
App for the first time. Invitation codes can be generated through the WebAdmin and extracted
for distribution. The WebAdmin provides an overview about which invitation codes have been
used and maps those to the corresponding email address of users if these signed up. The current
tracking and validation status can be monitored for each user allowing for detailed analysis and
targeted communication. Finally, the collected data can be filtered and downloaded in a csv-format
for further processing.
CONCLUSION

This work contributes to the field of travel and time-use diary survey methods as well as to latest transport modelling frameworks which rely on those for data collection. While smartphone-apps from both research fields show a growing overlap in data of interest and applied technologies, we are the first ones to fully merge both individual survey types into one comprehensive multi-layered diary format. A high-resolution geo-spatial timeline is provided through a state-of-the-art automated travel diary generation pipeline, and is enriched with time-use and expenditure information provided by the respondents. The resulting joint travel, time-use and expenditure dataset can be applied to the most recent time valuation frameworks like presented in chapter 2. The resulting dataset can be expected to provide more accurate and complete data than existing work, which are based on traditional paper-based survey methods. This ultimately leads to more accurate estimates for policy-relevant time valuation metrics, and greater insights into the economic valuation of mode-specific travel conditions. Said multi-layered diary format is implemented in a generic manner, enabling researcher to configure the data-fields relevant to the travel, time-use and expenditure diary component, as well as their valid combinations. This makes our platform applicable to wide range of current research trends, where the underlying modelling frameworks typically impose narrow data requirements.

The TimeUse+ App has user-centric design and is based on self-explanatory software guidelines as well as synthesized findings from comparable works, including the Catch-my-Day App which was previously used by our research group. These findings emphasize concrete design features like the fundamental app structure and navigation but also stress the necessity to test different aspects of the UI and UX, especially those relating to the data reporting task. The generic functionalities of our platform allow to specify those aspects, hence giving researchers the possibility to derive an app-design which maximizes the data quality for a given use-case, but also to investigate how UX-design aspects affect user validation behavior in general.

Apart from its obvious scientific contributions, our developed data collection method however exhibits foreseeable drawbacks and challenges. The battery efficiency is only optimized from an algorithmic point of view within the MOTIONTAG SDK, the general problem of battery drainage remains, especially when older devices are used. Other problems like device specific performance fluctuation of the GPS-tracking pipeline, as well as the general problem of sample representativeness, also persist. Finally, our smartphone-app combines three separate diary components which individually already have the problem of high response burden and low response rates. It is hence questionable to which degree the TimeUse+ App will be able to provide the expected data and by what means response burden becomes an issue.
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